We report a new design for an acoustically resonant spectrophone well suited for intracavity operation with widely tunable lasers. Operation with Brewster angle ndows or in a windowless mode is possible, and high quality factors (560 509, respectively) are achieved. Windowless operation permits continuous monitoring of ambient air. We discuss tors limiting sensitivity,~10-7 cm-l , and present a double chopping scheme capable of significantly reducing the acoustical kground encountered in windowless operation. The sensitivity of the spectrophone's performance to misalignment is also examined.
BREWSTER WINDOW AND WINDOWLESS RESONANT SPECTROPHONES FOR INTRACAVITY OPERATION
As acoustically resonant spectrophones began to be used in conjunction with lasers for trace gas analysis, it was quickly realized that their already high sensitivity to weak optical absorption could be further enhanced by use of a multipass geometry to increase the amount of absorbed power [1,2J. A comparable increase in absorbed power could be hieved by placing the spectrophone inside the cavity of a laser, where the increase is due to the higher intracavity beam power availabl e absorpt<lon.
A principal obstacle intracavity operation is that for commonly used resonant spectrophone designs, in which the beam passes through the windows at normal incidence, the window reflection losses impair operation of the laser. A further problem is that if the beam~n~A~~and leaves the cell at points of high pressure amplitude, as is the case when the beam passes directly down the center of acyl inddcal eland a t~adial mode is excited, any window absorption can give rise to a spurious kground signal due to kground signal window heating. This problem is not unique to intracavity spectrophones, but is particularly serious because, when power becomes large enough to give a high signal to noise ratio this coherent becomes the main factor limiting sensi vity.
The insertion loss can reduced by antireflection coating the The problem of window ng can be levia by placing the windows at nodes of the mode being excited. Somewhere inside the cell, however, the beam must pass through a region where the mode has a high amplitude in order to excite it efficiently, The amplitude Aj(w) of the jUth acoustical mode excited at frequency w by absorption of light in the bulk gas is given by [3] (1)
where f(w) is the resonance lineshape, a is the absorption coefficient, V c is the cell volume, ICr) is the laserintensl and p;Cr) is the jith mode eigenfunction, normalized such that f '*PjdV ' " V c ' The path of the beam through the spectrophone must be chosen so that the integral in (1) does not vanish. For most efficient excitation of the j1th mode, it is ' * irable that the integrand (and hence Pj) have the same sign throughout that rather small portion the cell volume in which I(r) differs significantly from zero. Brewster1s angle~the ratio of cell radius R to length L must be (2) where a Ol = 1.2197 is the fi zero of dJo(TIa)/da, 6 01 = 0.7655 is the first zero Jo(TIS), and n is the ve index of the window material.
The l-inch ectret microphone is centered directly on the cell axis.
This has two advantages. Fir~the at microphone e mounts approximately flush with the at end wall~and does not perturb the 1 geometry as it would on the cylindrical wall. Second, the microphone is now at the absolute maximum of the first radial mode. where the pressure amplitude is 2.5 times larger than at the cylindrical wall~the usual microphone location. The latter advantage is partially offs by the fact that the integral in (1), and hence the amplitude   the   1 is now only about 3 as large as it would be for the same absorption coefficient if the beam were passing directly down the center cell.
s of the avoid A gas filling port was also located on the pressure spoiling the cavity quality factor Q.
The same design is applicable to windowless operation; the beam simply enters through open holes instead windows. However, there is no longer any requirement of horizontal polarization. Also, there is no longer a constraint on the ratio R/L, it is therefore desirable for several reasons to make the ratio smaller. Smaller beam entrance holes can then be used without an~r~lJring the beam, the importance of viscous losses on the flat end walls is reduced, and the first radial resonant frequency is moved farther from the relatively broad first longitudinal resonanc which is strongly excited by ambient room noise.
Our spectrophone was designed for use with NaCl Brewster windows, having refractive index 1.491 at wavelength 10~m; thus (2) gives R/L = 1.188. (Our actual R/l was 1.190.) We also operated it without windows, even though, for reasons noted above, we expec that its R/L ratio was larger than optimal for windowless operation. We have investigated the performance of our spectrophone using a calibration mi of 54 ppm of ethylene (C 2 H 4 ) in nitrogen to determine responsivi or calibration, and using pure nitrogen to determine background signal levels. The light source for these experiments was a laser tuned to the P(14) line in the 10.6~m band, for which the absorption coefficient of ethylene has been measured by several authors [6] [7] [8] , as summari in Table I . Intensity modulation of the laser light was achieved by modula on of the laser current, This was consi bly quieter than using a mechanical chopper (although some sound was emi from the laser plasma tu ) and also fac"il Hated intracavity operation of the spectrophone, At the first radial resonant frequency around 2,7 kHz a modulation depth of about 66% could be achieved; this led off to about 8% at 5 kHz,
The frequency response of the spectrophone could be studied by sweeping the frequency at which the laser current was modulated. The factor could be expected. Purely by chance, it happened that at this frequency, the modulation depth 66% was such that the peak to peak amplitude of the power modulation was approxima y the same as the average power. Therefore, a comparable calibra on factor could be expected for a mechanically chopped (i.e., modulation depth 100%) laser if the power used for normalization were, not as in our case the average power after modulation or chopping, but rather the power incident upon the mechanical chopper. The calibration will also depend somewhat on the modula n waveform, since only the fundamental Fourier component of that waveform -9- will be resonant with, and hence significantly excite. the first radial mode.
One of the pertinent questions we set out to answer in assessing the performance of our spectrophone was whether the chosen geometry did in fact minimize coherent background signal as intended, and how sensitive the background and calibration were to slight deviations of the beam path from that which was intended. Obviously~if the calibration varied significantly with small movements of the beam, then the accuracy of measurements made with the spectrophone would adversely ted unless the spectrophone alignment were very carefully adjusted and rigidly fixed. A rapid increase in background due to beam devaition would likewise cause problems.
Our studies of the ion of calibra on and background with beam path were done with Nael Brewster windows on the spectrophone, In the data that follow we will express calibration, as above, in pressure amplitude in Pa per Wcm-l of absorbed power. We will express background signal both in terms of pressure amplitude per unit incident power (Pa/W) and also in terms of the equivalent bulk absorption coefficient (cm-l ) in the gas that would be necessary to produce the same pressure amplitude.
The variation of the background and calibration with horizontal translation of the beam perpendicular i propagation direction is plotted in Figure 3a . As the beam moves, its interesection with one window moves away from a node toward a region of positive pressure amplitude, while the intersection with the other window moves toward a region of negative pressure amplitude. The window heating effects tend to cancel out to first order, and a rather broad minimum in background signal is observed. For large excursions the beam begins grazing the edges of the window aperture and the background signal increases rapidly.
For parallel 0-nsla on of the beam, the angle incHlence n the windows remains constant at 8 S ' and there is no background contribution due to reflected beams heating the walls. These measurements were made with a beam focused to a diameter less than 1 mm within the spectrophone in order achieve good spatial resolution. one were to use a beam having a spot size over which a significant variation of the background signal would occur, then the background signal one would observe would a weighted average the background plotted in Figure 30 . over the area illuminated by the beam. We found that the cell calibration or response was very nearly invariant with horizontal movement of the beam. This is so expected to be constant to first order, but to decrease for sufficiently 1 excursions in either direc on.
Another geometrical variable we investigated was the angular alignment the beam in the horizontal plane, subject to the constraint that it must pass through the center point of the cell. This variation appears in Figure 3b . The angular deviation is positive when the angle of incidence on the windows (measured from the normal) is greater than e S ' As the angle changes, one expects the contributions window heating to have the same sign for both windows, so that a given di nce of movement of the on the window, a greater background signal would be produced than for an equivalent movement due to parallel translation of the beam. Also, as the angle of inc iates from 8 S ' the window reflectivity becomes nonzero, and the reflected beam can heat the walls of the 1, making a further contribution to the background signal. These data also were taken with a focused beam, and whereas the focusing increased our spatial resolution for the data Figure 30 ., it decreased our angular resolution for the of gure 3b. Because the laser would only operate in a high 1- transverse mode, the focused beam had a large divergence order 1 degree.
Since these data already have a larger than normal angular spread folded in, it should usually not be necessary to make any further allowances for angular beam spread in extracting a sensitivity or background signal level.
The data of Figure 3b show that a rather asymmetric minimum in background does occur for the intended beam path, and that it is safer to have the angle of incidence slightly too large rather than too small. The response was expected to 11 off monotonically with increasing angle, but actually levels off and rises in ightly for the largest angles examined, This is a preferable behavior since the derivative of response with respect to beam angle is closer to zero in the vicinity of Brewster's angle, but the physical explanation r this behavior is presently unknown to us.
We have also looked at vertical translat n of the beam position perpendicular to i propagation direction, As with the horizontal position data, the response depends very weakly on vertical position of the beam, The background also displays a rather broad flat minimum~since as the beam moves vertically, its intercepts with the windows move tangentially to the nodal circles and never depart very far from the nodes, A final variable we invest ted was the polarization angle of the beam, The response is independent of the polariza on provided that one correc for the reflection loss at the windows. However, the background signal depends strongly on polarization angle, as shown in Figure 4 , The beam path is fixed, and all the increase in background signal observed is attributable to the increase in heating of the walls by the beam reflected from the exit window. The polarization angle is measured with respect to the plane of incidence, 0°being pure horizontal polarization, When the angle of incidence is 8 B , the reflectivity R p for polarization in the Wcm in the gas.
In the summary, we have found that the cal fbration and background signal are not terribly sensi ve to slight misalignments of the beam.
The most serious difficulties are caused by tilting of the beam in the horizontal plane such that the angle at which it passes through the spectrophone changes, and greatest care should be taken in performing this alignment. Now we proceed the more crucial question what are the factors limiting sensitivity that can be achieved with this type of spectrophone. We assify these in three categories: 1) Noise, by which we mean any random fluctuation, electronic or acoustical, which does not bear a fixed phase relation with the modulation the laser intensity.
2) Coherent acoustical background, by which we mean signal caused by the modulation process, but not attributable to the presence of the light beam in the spectrophone. In our case this is due to sound emitted by the current-modulated laser. This signal is at the same laser intensity frequency as, and locked in phase with respect to, modulation.
3) Coherent photoacoustic background, This is a signal caused by the laser beam, but not due to absorption of light in the bulk of the gas, Rather it is due to heating of windows by the beam and heating the spectrophone walls by reflected or scattered light, It, too, is at the same frequency and locked in phase with the laser intensity modul ation.
Noise has a broadband frequency spectrum, and can be reduced by narrowband filtering of the signal, as is done in phase sensitive detection,
The two types of coherent background, however, are extremely narrowband signal s at the same frequency as the modulation, and hence cannot be eliminated by filtering, The coherent photoacous c background has the further problem that, since it is proportional to the laser power, no The coherent photoacoustic background~whose dependence on geometrical variables we have discussed earlier~was 5.5~V/W~or 5 x 10-5 Pa/W~assuming the beam was optimally aligned. This is equivalent an absorption coefficient of 2.1 x 1 em-lor an ethylene concentra on of 6.6 parts per billion~independent of the laser power. Since the noise and coherent acoustical background can be made negligible by using high power~as is done in intracavity operation~this coherent pnotoacoustic background will be the ultimate limit on sensiti ty.
The magnitudes of sensitivity limiting factors for windowless operation appear in Table IV . When the spectrophone was operated without windowsã mbient room noise was much more significant. First, there were several low frequency noise sources which~while well outside our detection band, impaired operation by overloading the electronics, There was a Helmholtz resonance of the cavity at 300 Hz which was strongly excited by ambient room noise, and typically gave signals on the order of 10 mV. And there were pressure transients caused by the cha in room pressure when a door was opened or closed. Some degree of immuni these low-frequency noise sources was gained by use of a 1 kHz high-pass filter. Much more of a problem was the first longitudinal resonance at 2.66 kHz. While the spectrophone was designed to retain a high Q for the first radial mode even when the windows were removed, this ign did not give a high Q for longitudinal modes because the holes were located at pressure maxima for those modes. The first longitudinal resonance was very broad, and was strongly excited by ambient noise. resulting in a large noise contribution at the frequency of the f1 radial resonance. As mentioned earlier, if the spectrophone were intended solely for ndowless operation, this problem by ma ng the radius allevia length ratio smaller, reducing the proximity of the two modes. It is i~Tfi~6eting that it was relatively could diffi t to excite the fi radial mode with ambient room noise, We tried exci ng the cell with sound from a louds ker and found that the radial resonance was always hard to detect on the tail of the longitudinal resonance. Noise levels for windowless operation were around 5~V/Hzl/2. -17-
Using the above method 9 we measured a coherent photoacoustic signal of 7.6~V/W for the P(14) line. This is slightly greater than the coherent photoacQustic background observed with windows on the cell, but in this case, since there is air rather than nitrogen in the cell, the signal may be attributable to absorption by water vapor or other constituents of the atmosphere. In order to determine whether wa vapor could account for the signal, we compared the signal obtained for the P(14) line to that obtained for the R(20) line at 10.247~m9 which is very strongly absorbed by water vapor [9] . For the R(20) line we measured 54~V/W, so the ratio of P(14) signal to R(20) signal was 0.14. The ratio of water vapor absorption coefficients for these two lines ranges from 0,07 to 0.14 as the par al pressure of water vapor ranges from 5 to 15 torr [9] . The photoacoustic signal for R(20) indicates an absorption coefficient of about 2x 10-6 cm-1 , which would require a water vapor concentration of less than 5 torr [9] o Therefore, it appears that the observed P(14) signal is somewhat too large be accounted for entirely by water vapor absorption and that roughly half, or 4~V/W, was due to ther coherent photoacoustic background or absorption by other gases or aerosols in the air. This is equivalent to a pressure amplitude of 3.6 x 10-5 Pa/W, or an absorption coefficient of 1,5 x 10-7 cm .
One possible disadvantage of our spec phone in windowless operation is that the rat of hole surface area to total cell volume is rather small, so that as the composition of ambient air changes, it kes a relatively long time such changes to appear in the spectrophone by diffusion, and a more active circulation method may be necessary. In this respect the design presented by Shtrikman and Slatki ] may be preferable. However, our ign could be improved by drilling a number -18-small holes (~6 mm dia.) along the intersections of the nodal inder with the end plates so as to give better circulation while preserving a high Q for the rst radial mode,
In conclusion 9 we have presented a design for a resonant spectrophone which is well suited to operation inside a laser cavi due to i low -21- Table Captions   Table I . Measurements the Absorption Coefficient of C 2 H 4 at the CO 2 00°1 0°0 P(14) Line at 10.529~m. 
